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Abstract

In the last years, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been extensively used to

generate sets of fuzzy rule-based classifiers (FRBCs) with different trade-offs between accuracy and

interpretability. Since the computation of the accuracy for each chromosome evaluation requires

the scan of the overall training set, these approaches have proved to be very expensive in terms of

execution time and memory occupation. For this reason, they have not been applied to very large

datasets yet. On the other hand, just for these datasets, interpretablity of classifiers would be very

desirable. In the last years the advent of a number of open source cluster computing frameworks

has however opened new interesting perspectives. In this paper, we exploit one of these frameworks,

namely Apache Spark, and propose the first distributed multi-objective evolutionary approach to

learn concurrently the rule and data bases of FRBCs by maximizing accuracy and minimizing

complexity. During the evolutionary process, the computation of the fitness is divided among

the cluster nodes, thus allowing the designer to distribute both the computational complexity

and the dataset storing. We have performed a number of experiments on ten real-world big

datasets, evaluating our distributed approach in terms of both classification rate and scalability,

and comparing it with two well-known state-of-art distributed classifiers. Finally, we have evaluated

the achievable speedup on a small computer cluster. We present that the distributed version can

efficiently extract compact rule bases with high accuracy, preserving the interpretability of the rule

base, and can manage big datasets even with modest hardware support.
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